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Abstract. A real-life data stream usually contains many dimensions and some
dimensional values of its data elements may be missing. In order to effectively
extract the on-going change of a data stream with respect to all the subsets of the
dimensions of the data stream, the abilities to trace its subspace clusters and to
predict the change are very important. In this paper, the index structure is
adopted for subspace clustering over a data stream. To cluster adaptively with
the change of data streams, the supports of ranges are monitored and incoming
change of supports are predicted.
Keywords: Data Streams, Clustering, Data mining, Grid-based clustering,
Adaptive memory utilization

1 Introduction
Data mining researches on data streams are motivated by emerging applications
involving continuous massive data sets such as customer click streams, multimedia
data and sensor data. A real-life data stream usually contains many dimensions and
some dimensional values of its data elements may be missing[1]. In order to
effectively extract the on-going change of a data stream with respect to all the subsets
of the dimensions of the data stream, the abilities to trace its clusters and to predict the
change are very important[2,3].
In this paper, the grid-based index structure is adopted for subspace clustering over a
data stream. Given a predefined sequence of dimensions N1→N2→...→Nn, initially an
independent grid-list for each dimension monitors its one-dimensional clusters at the
first level of a monitoring tree. When a grid-cell of the grid-list for the dimension
Nk(1≤k≤n) becomes a dense unit grid-cell, a set of new grid-lists are created as the
children of the grid-cell. In order to enumerate all the possible two-dimensional
subspaces of the dimension Nk uniquely, only for those dimensions which are after the
dimension Nk in the dimension sequence, new grid-cell lists are created. Consequently,
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there are (d-k) distinct grid-cell lists are created as the children of the grid-cell. A grid
cell of a node in the kth level of a monitoring tree is corresponding to a rectangular
subspace formed by intersecting the intervals of the grid-cells in the path from the
root to the node containing itself. Also, to reflect the change of data streams in a realtime, the support of a grid-cell is monitored and predicted by measuring velocity of
density change.

2 Monitoring Data Streams
Given a data stream of an n-dimensional data space N=N1x...xNn, the region of a kdimensional grid-cell (1≤k≤n) can be defined by a set of k intervals each of which lies
in a distinct dimension. The rectangular space of a k-dimensional grid-cell defined by
dimensions N1, N2,...,Nk is RS=I1xI2x...xIk where I1 , I2 ..., and Ik are intervals in the
dimension N1, N2,..., Nk respectively. To monitor the distribution statistics of data
elements in the rectangular space of such a grid-cell efficiently, a monitoring tree
defined in Fig. 1. is employed.
,

Fig. 1. An example of grid-cells and data space
Given a predefined sequence of dimensions N1—'...—'Nn and a partitioning factor h,
grid-cell lists L1,..., Ln are created to maintain the one-dimensional grid-cells of each
one-dimensional data space respectively. Initially, each grid-cell list at the first level
maintains h initial grid-cells and a single node is created to form each grid-cell list. As
a new object ot is arrived, the previous statistics are update as follows:
For the continuously generated data elements of a data stream, dense grid-cells in each
grid-cell list Lv(1≤v≤n) are recursively partitioned into h smaller grid-cells. Each
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of the child nodes is the head node of a new grid-cell list for two-dimensional gridcells. The grid-cell list created for the dimension Nl (v+1≤l≤n) monitors the on-going
distribution statistics of data elements in the two-dimensional rectangular subspace
space gp1.I×Nl. Given a grid-cell gq2(I,c,μ,σ) of the new grid-cell list in the second level,
the two-dimensional rectangular subspace denoted by the grid-cell gq2(I,c,μ,σ) is
gp1.I×gq2.I.
When a grid-cell in the grid-cell list for the dimension Nl (v+1≤l≤n) in the second
level becomes dense, it is also partitioned into smaller grid-cells. Consequently, the
number of grid-cells in the grid-cell list is increased. Furthermore, when it becomes a
dense unit grid-cell, (n-l) new grid-cell lists for the subsequent dimensions are created
in the third level as the children of the dense grid-cell as well.

3

Prediction of the grid-cell support

For a grid-cell in a monitoring tree, its support per time changes over time. However,
analyzing the past frequency of a grid-cell can help to predict its support in the future.
However, to predict the support more accurately over time, more information should
be maintained each grid-cell entry.
For a grid-cell, its support velocity is defined as the difference of its support. The
Vcount of the grid-cell means its velocity in the most recent time. When the current time
is tth time, the support of (t+1)th time can be predicted from Vcount.
Vcount = countt – countt-1
t+1

From the velocity Vcount
t+1,

(1)

the count at (t+1)th time can be predicted as follows:
Pcount =countt+Vcount

t+1

t+1

(2)

th

The support at (t+1) time can be predicted from Pcountt+1 as follows:
St+1=( countt + Pcountt+1 ) / ( |Dt| + countt+1 )
Let a grid-cell with the current support St would become a cluster after v times. Then, St+v=(
countt + Pcountt+v ) / ( |Dt|
+ countt+v ) ≥ Smin is satisfied. From equations (1)
and (2), the support is predicted
by solving the time v.

4 Experi men ts
In order to analyze the performance of the proposed method, a data set containing one
million 20-dimensional data elements is generated by the data generator used. The
accuracy of the proposed method is presented in Figure 2. CLIQUE[4] is a well-known
conventional grid-based subspace clustering algorithm for a finite data set and it is
used as a yardstick to measure the accuracy of the proposed method. Figure 2-(a)
illustrates the accuracy of the proposed method for the four different values of X.
When the value of X for the proposed method is the same as that for CLIQUE, these
two methods have the same accuracy. Figure 2-(b) shows the variation of the accuracy
as new data elements are generated. Since lots of partitioning operations are
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occurred to find unit grid-cells in the early stage of subspace clustering, the accuracy
of the proposed method is relatively low. However, as unit grid-cells are found by
consecutive partitioning operations, the accuracy is increased gradually. Figure 2-(c)
shows the processing time of the proposed method. When the order is too small, i.e.
m=2, the number of sibling entries in each sibling list is increased rapidly, which
prolongs the processing time.

(a) Accuracy comparison

(b) Accuracy variation
Fig. 2. Performance evaluations

(c) Memory usage

5 Conclusion
As the number of dimensions for a data set is increased, subspace clustering is useful
to analysis interesting groups in the subsets of the dimensions. However, because
conventional subspace clustering methods need to create all the possible candidate
clusters and examine the data elements of a data set repeatedly for each candidate.
They can not be used for an on-line data stream. In this paper, we have proposed a
subspace clustering method over a data stream. By maintaining grid-based structure,
the current statistics of a data stream are carefully monitored. As the support of each
grid-cell is predicted with the support velocity, the rapid change of a data stream can
be predicted for the real-time data mining.
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